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EXTRACT FROM iVlINUTES OF LUPJ3AN CITY 
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''I*(1) JUDICIAL COMMISSION ON INDIAN PENETRATION. 

The Town Clerk circulated for the information of members of the Council, copy 
of Government Notice No. 841/1940, formally appointing the Judicial Commission 
of Enquiry regarding possible Indian penetration, together with copy of a letter dated 
2nd July, 1940, received from the Secretary of the Commission. 

The report prepared by the Town Clerk in response to the letter from the 
Secretary of the Commission, was submitted to the Council-in-Committee at its 
meeting on 29th July, 1940, and the Council-in-Committee submitted its recommenda
tions under Rule of Order No. 80(c) to this Committee. 

We set out in. extensotJ1e report outlining the City Council's case to the Judicial !:1 

Commission on)~dian.J>enetr~tion, which, we may mention, has been considered by 
Standing Counsel, .a.g~ certain alte~ions made thereto on t~vice of Standing 
Counsel: ~ 

...,.,,\" "TO THE CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION OF
•.,r.. '.: 

.. I
• - I ENQUIRY REGARDING1 'OSSIl1t'EtNDIAN PENETRATION FOR .. ;\....:. TRADING OR RESIDENTIAL PURPOSES, OF PREDOMINANTLY 

;"
", '," EUROPEAN AREAS IN NATAL AND THE TRANSVAAL. ... 

,. ,;0... ' 

"Gentlemen, 

"The City Council of the City of Durban is alive to the difference which 
exists between its position in its relationship towards the work of yot'- - .. / 
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Commission and the position of individual citizens and any other bodies 
who will appear before you. The Council recognises that, although only 
a few members of the Indian community are voters who possess the Municipal 
franchise, the community generally are ratepayers of the City. The members 
of the City Council recognise therefore that they are in fact the represen
tatives of the interests of both the European and the Indian jnbalaitants of 
the City. For this reason the Council intends in its appear.ance before 
the Commission completely to avoid partisanship t{)wards or bias against 
either of the two sections of the population wiTh_':Yhom the Commission wiII 
be concerned. Such representations as it wiII make will be entirely objective 
and impersonal in character. In pursuance of this poIlcy, the Council has 
declined to call as witnesses private citizens and representatives of Ratepayers' 
Associations who have offered themselves for this purpose, and has resoh1' 

"-that, as far as possible, its evidence to the Commission wiII consist only of 
documents and statistics. 

"The Council has noted the terms of reference upon which the :Commission 
has been appointed, and has deduced from them that the attention of the 
Commission wiII be directed to three main questions : 

(a) 	 Whether since the 1st January, 1927, Indians have commenced occupa
tion of, or acquired, sites for residential Qurposes in predominantly 
European areas ? 

(b) 	 Wheth,er, over the.same period, Indians have so occupied or acquired 
sites so situated for trading purposes? and 

(c) 	 For what reasons have they so occupied or acquired them? 

"The Council anticipates that some argument wiII ari5e bef0re the Com
mission as to what were 'predominantly ;European areas' on the 1st january, 
1927. It has reason to believe that it wiII be contended that the -Commission 
(by reason of the use of that word in the heading to Government Notice 
No. 841 of 1940) should concern ilirl~atlim' and should 
not concern itself with the 'expansion' o~ areas which were .pr:edominantly 
Indian on 1st January, 1927, because this does not constitute 'penetration' 
properly so called. The Council wiII not be able to accept this contention. 
It seems to be just that all areas of the City except those which were pre
dominantly inhabited by Indians or other non~Europeans at the date in 
question should be taken as being 'predominantly European' with the meaning 
of the .terms -of reference. The Council's evidence wiII be tendered therefore 
on that bas is. 

"Schedules and statistics are at present in the course of preparation 
by the Council's officials which wiII give the details of all acquisitions by 
Indians of property within those areas over the relevant period: and maps are 
being prepared which wiII show in black the properties in the City which 
were in Indian ownersbip on 1sL January, J927,and, in red'('tt16"Se"Wlilcli 

p- w ----the former and have been subsequently acquired. A thii'CI-=m'""a= ::;:'111'l"j -::s:1:.:how 
the latter superimpDsed one on the other. From this the difference between 
the two wiII be clearly visible. This third map wiII be inaccurate lo the 
extent that it will not be possible to show upon it the properties which have 
passed from Indian to European o-wnership: but the number of such cases 

I is so small that this will not affect its evidential value. 
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"All these documents are being compiled from the official lists furnished 
to the Council by the Registrar of Deeds in terms of Section 16 of Law 19 
of 1872 (Natal). The data contained in them will therefore be authoritative. 

"The Council will not be able to give the Commission any evidence· on 
the question whether any sites in such areas have been occupied by Indians 
who have not acquired them : and, it will not be able to say whether sites 
w~ich have been so acquired have or have not been occupied by Indians. 
It has no source from which authoritative information UPOfi these questionsr can be obtained. 

"Similarly it will not be possible for the Council to differentiate between 
sites which have been occupied or acquired for trading purposes : but the 
general observation can be made that, taken as"awhole, the extent to which 
properties in predominantly European areas have been occupred or acquired 
by Indians for trading purposes is negligible as compared with the extent 
to which acquisitions for residential purposes have taken place. This is 
due largely to the width of the discretion which the Council enjoys as the 
Licensing Authority for the area of its jurisdiction. 

"The Council too will not be able to include in ~ its evidence any data 
in. regard to cases, such as those in which hire purchase agreements have been 
entered into, in which contracts for the acquisition of property have been 
concluded but have not yet been implemented bY-the passing of transfer 
to the purchaser." It is believed that such cases do exist, but no authoritative 
information in regard t.o them or their number is available. 

"In the year 1932 the boundaries of the City were extended by the 
incorporation within the City of what have become known as the "Added 
Areas". These areas, before incorporation, were ' administered by minor 
local authorities whose records do not enable information of value to the 
Commission to be compiled. For this reason, the Council's evidence before 
the Commission will be presented in two sections, one dealing with Old 
Borough f()r the whole of the period with which the Commission is concerned. 
and the other dealing with the Added Areas over the period since Incor

poration. 

"It is not possible for the Council's documents to be transmitted to the 
Commission at this date, because the preparation of them has not yet been 
completed. They (particularly the maps) are moreover very large and 
bulky. A supplementary memorandum will be submitted to the Commission 
later, in which detailed and comprehensive facts will be set out, when the 
work of collecting and arranging them has been finally completed. 

"The third of the three questions to which the Commission's attention will 
be directed is one whic!1. in nature. is not answerable by statistics, and is 
one in regard to which the Council is forced into the field of theory and 

speCUlation. 

"The reason for such occupatIons a:rnracquisifionsl or trading purposes 
can , it is believed, be stated quite simply..- It seems to be"'1i1ffi€ simple fact 
that the acquirer in each case believed at the time that good business would 
be done from the site in question. 

"It is, however, a more difficult ~roblem to determine the reasons for 
the occupations and acquisitions for residential purposes which have taken 
place. The Council hopes to submit the result of its deliberations on this 
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question later :. but it desires at this stage to express the personal opinion of 
the majority of its members upon one question upon which it believes it will 
be the subject of attack. In doing so, although it will continue its policy 
of strict impartiality, it will have, to some extent, to relinquish its attitude 
of impersonal objectivity. 

"The Council has reason to believe that it will be urged before the 
Commission that those Indians who have "penetrated" into predominantly 
European areas have done so because the Council has failed to provide 
superior residential sites for the wealthier members of the Indian community, 
and, as a corrollary to this, because theS'e-wealthy men have not been able 
to obtain elsewhere the amenities of life which they ·ha.ye sought to enjoy. 

"The Council does not admit that these are the true reasons for what 
has taken place: and, if they should be true to any degree, the' Cbun'Cil ' does 
not acknowledge that they are the decisive reasons . 

. "The Council admits that it has not at an'y time specifically provided sites 
of this kind for this purpose, but it does not acknowledge that, under the 
present economic structure of this country, it owes any duty to the wealthier 
inhabitants of the City, or to any section of them, to provide residential 
sites for them. It believes that, if it had provided a sufficient number of 
sites of this kind for the purpose, the Indian community would have refused 
to accept them on the ground that the provision of them would have con
stituted an attempted de "facto segregation of Indians to which they have 
always been mosi~ stTonglY -opposed. It is significant in this connection that 

---.:. - -there haVe' been, over the period with which tl1eCOImnission. is G9BCemed 
large tracts of land in European and Indian ownership which have been 
subdivided and sold for urban settlements. Many of those in European 
ownership have been sold subject to conditions which permit only of European 
occupation, a form of segregation of Europeans to which there has been no 
objection. None of those in Indian ownership have been sold subject to a 
converse condition: all have in fact been sotd either to Europeans exclusively 
or indiscriminately to all classes of the community. There are still large 
tracts of land in private Indian ownership, of a kind which would provide 
residential sites of a .1uperior character, which are available to Indian' pur
chasers for this purpose. 

"The Council finds it difficult to resist the belief that the decisive reason 
for what has taken place is to some extent psychological rather than material. 
It is not unnatural that the social conditions which obtain in this country 
should imbue some members of a proud and wealthy coloured people with 
an urge to demonstrate their equality in all respects with the European race. 
Nothing but this urge is consistent with the fact that (as the statistics and 
maps which the _Col!DCH wll.Pl"oduce,.wiH--show) some of the wealthier mem
bers of the Indian community have bought for their" own occupation at high 
prices isolated properties in European areas in a scattered fashion over the 
whole area of the City, notwithstanding that it~ould have-been possible for 
them to obtain all the amenities of life in particular areas if their acquisitions 
had been centralised in them. This, moreover, -would have ·been consIstent 
with the communal instinct implanted in all human beings which is violate<i 
by the scattered acquisitions which have in fact taken place. 

"This psychological phenomenon may:.well be the decisive cause of the 
first Indian acquisition of property in a predominantly European area. 
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1i'here is, however, little room f.or doubt that Ute result of that first acquisi
tion, when it is followed by the occupation of the property by the purchaser. 
is to indtlce the European owners of the neighbouring properties to emigrate 
from them. Other Europeans, for the same reason, are not then amongst the 
potential purchasers of their properties, which in consequen:ce' can be sold 
only to Indians. This process tend~, in the nature of things ,. to develop 
in an ever widening circle, and has as its final result only the eventual 
change of a wholly European area into at first a predominantly and finally 
a wholly Indian area. ~ 

"It is the belief of the majority of the members of the Counci'l that it is 
in these factors that the true and decisive reason for what has taken place 
is to be found , far more than in other factors of a material or economic 
character. " 

Committee recOtnJmenfis

(a) That the report set out above outlining the City Councit's- case 
Judicial Commission on Indian Penetration, be adopted by the City Council. 

wt: 

Adopted. 

(b,) That the Mayor, Town Clerk and any other official whom the Mayor 
in his discretion may appoint, be delegated to appear on behalf of the City Council 
before the Judicial Commission on Indian Penetration. 

Adopted. 

(c) That the Corporation's Standing Counsel (Mr. H . Graham Mackeurtan. 
K.c.) be' requested to present the case to the Judicial Commission on Indian Pene
tration on ])ehalf of the City Council. 

Adopted. 
vSection 1 : JUDIGAL COMMISSION ON INDIAN PENETRATION: 

Councillor Wragge moved as an amendment, seconded by Councillor Kemp, pro 
forma : 

"That in view of the international situation and the reply received by 
His Worship the Mayor from the Hon. the Minister of the Interior, the 
Government of the Union of South Africa be recommended to arrange for 
the adjournment of the sitting of the Judicial Commission re In<lian Pene
tration for the time being, subject

(a) 	T6 a satisfactory standstill agreement being arrived at with the 
Indian community through the Indian Association, and 

(b) 	To the condition that in the event of any serious breach of the 
proposed "standstill" agreement occurring, arrangements be made 
forthwith for the Judicial C~ts_5jtting and 
to~pursue its enquiry in terms of Government Notice No. 841 of 
19.4.Q.." - 

Lost. 

The amendment by Councillor Wragge was put to the meeting, and on division -' 

there voted : 

Ayes (6): Councillors Kemp, Knight, Rainnie, Wanless (Deputy-Mayor) , 
Westgate and Wragge. 

Noes (10): Councillors Barns, Mrs. Burnside, Capell, Fyfe, Mrs. Maytom, 
Pettersen, Major Raftery, Saunders, Youngleson and the Mayor. (Councillor 
Ellis BroWJ;l). 

Amendment lost. 

RESOLVED: 

That the recommendation of the General Purposes !Committee contained in 
Section 1 of the Report (Judicial Commission on Indian Penetration) be and it is 

hereby adopted. 


